
Parts List:

Assembly Instructions 
AGORA 8' x 24' FLAT TRAINING GOAL (SA-GF824AL) a g o r a

1.  Connect top left corner (B) to vertical side post (A).

2.  Connect one top bar w/1 snap button (D) to top left corner (B).

3.  Weave the net (G) completely onto top bar (D).

4.  Connect other top bar pieces (D & E), to top bar (D).  Weave the
      net completely onto the top bars.

5.  Connect vertical side post (A) to top right corner (C).

7.  Connect the goal bases (F) to each vertical side post (A).

8.  Stand training goal, remove protective cap from the bases (F)
      and anchor one base into the ground.  Stretch other side until
      90º angle is form and anchor to the ground.

9.  Attach 6 net ties (H) on each side, approximately 16" apart.

6.  Connect top right corner (C) to top bar (E).

a g o r a
agorasoccer.com

NOTE: Only use foot pressure when pushing goal bases into the ground.
The use of hammer may cause damage to the base.

A.  Vertical Side Post (2)
B.  Top Left Corner (1)
C.  Top Right Corner (1)
D.  Top Bar w/1 snap button (3)
E.  Top Bar w/2 snap buttons (1)
F.  Goal Base (2)
G.  Net (1)
H.  Net Ties (12)
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CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY ALERT 
Goals can tip over and cause injury when not properly anchored!

SAFETY SUGGESTIONS / GUIDELINES: Securely anchor goals at all times.  
Never climb on the net or goal framework.  Disassemble and safely store goals when 
not in use.  Inspect hardware and nets before every use.  Replace damage or missing 

parts immediately.  Do not leave assembled goal unattended.  Instruct players 
on the safe handling of and potential danger associated with the goal.

Don't use hammer

90º 90º


